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1 Introduction 
The introduction chapter presents the project and the topic. It elaborates on the needs of 
the project and the project tasks. Project scope is defined. The case company and the 
project management methods are presented in the chapter. 
1.1 Background 
Social media and influencing as a term cannot be avoided. In Finland and more and more 
individuals make their living off it. According to Somevaikuttajabarometri (2019), social 
media influencing is getting more professional all the time and as many as 28 % of the 
survey repliers do it as a full-time job. Finnish Tax Administration stated in the YLE article 
(Karhimo 2019) that it will take Social media influencer (hereafter SMI or influencer) in-
come and tax reporting under closer surveillance. This thesis topic is A Podcast about 
Taxation for Social Media Influencers. 
 
SMI is an individual who uses actively social media and has gained credibility and follow-
ers (Pixlee 2019). It means bloggers, vloggers, and other influencers on social media who 
reach a certain target group and receive income through a certain platform. Usually, SMI 
has expenses. There are many crucial things to take into consideration in SMI taxation, 
such as taxational nature of the activity, a form of working (private individual vs. establish-
ing a company), how their income and expenses are dealt with in taxation, and possible 
VAT liability. 
1.2 Project objective and tasks 
The Project Objective (PO) is to create a four episodes podcasts on the theme of SMI 
taxation. The podcast will help SMIs to understand taxation, income, and deductible ex-
penses. Podcasts help SMIs to understand the meaning of the company form and value-
added tax on the perspective of SMI. 
 
The thesis is gathered by four elements: theory part, survey for social media influencers, 
interviewing three professionals, and gathering all the previous elements in the form of 
podcast episodes. The theory part builds up the foundation for providing a survey for so-
cial media influencers. In the survey, the taxation needs of social media influencers were 
examined. The theory and survey formed a set of questions for professionals. Three 
strong professionals in taxation were interviewed to answer those questions. The podcast 
episodes collected all the elements together. 
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The four episodes podcast will be prepared as a product-orientated thesis for case com-
pany HP Economics Oy. It is a micro-sized accounting business. The podcasts help HP 
Economics to gain the professional credibility and new customer relations in the SMI busi-
ness sector. The external communication and podcast episodes will be prepared in the 
Finnish language. That is because the target audience (SMIs) and other stakeholders of 
the project are from Finland. 
 
Project Tasks (PT): Project tasks are defined below. 
 
PT 1: Creating the theoretical framework for the project orientated thesis 
PT 2: Conducting a survey of SMIs to establish their need for the project 
PT 3: Producing the podcasts with the help of professionals 
PT 4: Finalizing and delivering the final product to the commissioning company 
PT 5: Project evaluation 
1.3 Project scope 
The project concentrates on the taxation of social media influencers. Podcasts will not of-
fer the basics of accounting or a perspective of an accountant on how to record SMI trans-
actions on accounting. The main headings are income, the form of working, deductible ex-
penses, and VAT (value-added tax). 
 
Demarcation is defined on many levels. Age group is not clearly defined, but many SMIs 
are young. The criteria for the target group is that SMI is receiving income from social me-
dia or having expenses on influencing. This thesis focuses on Finnish SMIs and their taxa-
tion. The thesis is gathered from updated theory, survey for SMIs, and interviews of pro-
fessionals. The purpose is to gather easily understandable podcasts for SMIs. The au-
thor’s goal is to provide a credible final product for the commissioning company. In addi-
tion to case company and SMIs, Finnish Tax Administration can be kept as a benefitting 
party as the knowledge of taxation increases among SMIs. 
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1.4 Key concepts 
Expense deduction: The main principle is that expenses relating to income preserving 
and generating are deductible in taxation (Ojala 2006).   
 
Income taxation: Natural persons living in Finland during a tax year, domestic organiza-
tions, or, for example, estates are liable to pay tax from acquired income (TVL 9§ 1992). 
 
Platform: The channel of social media the SMI is using for example blog, Instagram, Fa-
cebook, and Twitter. The platform is a requirement for SMIs. (merriam-webster.com 
2019.) 
 
Podcast: Spoken online radio usually concentrating on some specific topic (thepod-
casthost.com 2019). 
 
Social Media Influencer (SMI): A person who uses actively social media and has gained 
credibility and followers (Pixlee 2019).  
 
Tax liability: Unlimited or limited tax liability. Natural person or entity living/established in 
Finland is liable for paying taxes from all the income to Finland. Natural person or entity 
has a limited tax liability if living abroad, earning abroad, or established abroad under cer-
tain circumstances. (Finnish Tax Administration 2014.) 
 
VAT (value-added tax): VAT is a consumption tax, which is paid by the end customer Ba-
sically. VAT liable company adds VAT to its product price when selling goods or services. 
(Nyrhinen, Hyttinen & Lamppu 2019, 32). 
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1.5 Case company 
The case company is a Finnish micro-sized limited li-
ability company HP Economics Oy. It was estab-
lished in October 2017 and operates in accounting 
and taxation services. The target group is micro-
sized companies. The customer base is mainly 
young entrepreneurs. Many of them operate in the e-
commerce industry. 
 
The company wants to expand its business to SMI accounting and taxation. The aim is to 
brand the company as a specialist in SMI business. Now, the company is operated by the 
entrepreneur´s contribution. The revenues year 2018 was about 8,500 € and profit about 
3,000 €. 2018 was the first financial year of the company. 
 
Accounting offices and firms are not usually branded in any specific industry and they do 
not emphasize any special industry knowledge. Therefore, the potential for branding ex-
ists. 
1.6 Project management methods 
Project management methods are discussed by PT. PT 1 Creating the theoretical frame-
work will be managed as desktop research from high-quality sources, such as tax legisla-
tion and Finnish Tax Administration. In PT 2 Conducting a survey of SMIs is a pre-study 
where the current knowledge and needs are acquired from SMIs with a Webropol-survey. 
The survey will not be the actual research method but is a study to clarify the real needs 
of the final product, the podcast. In PT 3 Producing the podcasts with the help of profes-
sionals, the procedure is going to be the following:  
 
There are going to be four podcast episodes with different topics. The first podcast is go-
ing to educate the listener about is the SMIs activity tax liable. The second podcast con-
centrates on the SMI taxation of income and expenses. The third podcast is about choos-
ing the form (whether to establish a company) and the fourth podcast is about VAT. The 
structure might change depending on the needs of SMIs learned from the survey. 
 
For each episode, a manuscript is prepared and attached to the thesis. After preparing the 
manuscript, a list of questions about taxational issues unclear is prepared. Due to the 
busy schedules of professionals, the questions are sent to them beforehand. The answers 
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will be discussed in a conversation. The interview is transcribed by the author and send to 
the interviewed for acceptance. 
 
In this phase, the episodes are recorded and edited. Then, the project is finished, and the 
final project evaluation is done. The final product of all four episodes is delivered to the 
commissioning company HP Economics Oy. The company will be responsible for publish-
ing and marketing the final product. 
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2 Social media influencer taxation 
Chapter two firstly presents social media as an industry and social media influencers´ po-
sition in the field. The main content of the chapter is to consider the taxation of SMI. About 
the taxational nature of the activity, income, and expense taxation, choosing a form of 
working, and VAT. 
2.1 Social media influencer 
In the beginning, it is crucial to discuss the main terms which are social media and influ-
encer. Social media is defined as a platform of communication in an electronic environ-
ment. Through social media, users can create groups online, which they can use to share, 
for example, knowledge, personal messaging, and other content like photos and videos. 
(merriam-webster.com 2019.). Social media allows many people to connect all over the 
world with no boundaries. Social media can be accessed by computers, smartphones, 
and tablets and is an easy way to share one´s thoughts rapidly to any part of the world. 
Social media is a young player in world history. There have been few early versions of so-
cial media platforms before, but the first actual social media, sixdegrees.com, was 
launched in 1997. The major step of social media development was Facebook which was 
founded in 2004. (Langmia, Tyree, O’Brien & Sturgis 2013, 10-14.) 
 
Who is social media influencer and what does the term influencer actually mean? Social 
media influencer is someone who arouses interest and affects people, influences people, 
and is listened to. Being a real and original content creator is what makes you influencer: 
the content creates value and interests the audience. Hennessy (2018, 1 - 2) is disap-
pointed with the fact that the word "influencer" has become disliked in the past few years. 
Influencer marketing (we will come back to this term) has grown a lot and the word "influ-
encer" has been tightly adapted by the industry. Hennessy underlines that the word influ-
encer is “tragically misunderstood” which has unfortunately affected the reputation of the 
industry. 
 
Categories of SMI 
 
There are two main categories between influencers: content creators and lifecasters. Con-
tent creators publish for example vlogs and blogs or publish content on other social media 
channel for example Instagram. Lifecasters, on the other hand, promote a life they enjoy 
and publish content from it. On a content creating category, there are many divisions. 
Bloggers may publish posts regularly on some platform and promote it in social media. 
Vloggers usually have YouTube as their channel in which they post about the topics of 
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and publish content from it. On a content creating category, there are many divisions. 
Bloggers may publish posts regularly on some platform and promote it in social media. 
Vloggers usually have YouTube as their channel in which they post about the topics of 
their choice. There are content creators whose interest is based on their expertise. They 
specialize in specific areas such as fitness. Then there are of course the division of other 
interests, where the content creating is based on some specific area such as animals or 
memes. Lifecasters are divided into many sections. There might be postings based on 
special knowledge or talent. Entrepreneurs´ stories are usually quite well met by the pub-
lic. Talented and handsome people are something that easily catches the attention of fol-
lowers. Celebrities, of course as one group of lifecasters, are persons, whose lives create 
an interest for many. (Hennessy 2018, 3-7.) And there are more. It is easy to see that 
there is a lot of content in the world of the influencer. 
 
Figure 1. Division figure between content creator and lifecasters. 
 
SMIs can be divided by how many followers or how broadly they are influencing. The cat-
egorization figures and limits differ somewhat based on the source but quite basic terms 
that are usually confronted are a celebrity, macro-influencer, and micro-influencer. Team 
Kobe (2019) states that celebrity influencer is someone who has over 10 million followers 
on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. Good examples of celebrity influencers are Kylie 
Jenner and Kim Kardashian with over 100 million followers each already on Instagram. 
 
Macro-influencers are influencers with more than 20,000 followers. They are performing 
on their name in social media and creating engaging content on their passion, 
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such as fitness, food, or traveling. Micro-influencers have 5,000 – 20,000 followers on 
their accounts. Also, nano-influencers are mentioned as a group of influencers having 500 
– 5,000 followers and described as the future of influencer marketing with targeted and 
niche audiences. (Team Kobe 2019.) 
 
Figure 2. Influencer categorization by follower amount. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Influencer marketing 
 
Influencer marketing and trade cooperation are important terms in the industry. Influencer 
marketing is the connection between the influencer and a company, who wants to pro-
mote their products and brand through the influencer. Companies have always used ce-
lebrities to market their brand. Nowadays, the most suitable influencer whose followers 
are proper for a brand and can be matched with a specialized company. Companies pay 
the influencers from their time and effort used to promote the brand. Sometimes it is chal-
lenging to find influencers whose values and interests combine with the company’s target 
group. Therefore, there are marketing firms that connect the companies and influencers 
and therefore the hard work can be outsourced. (Sammis, Lincoln, Ng, Pomponi, Rodri-
quez & Zhou 2015.) 
2.2 Taxation nature of the activity 
There are no special regulations for SMIs taxation. This means that normal legislation and 
rules are applied to SMI income and expenses. (Manninen&Määttä 2014.) When SMI 
evaluates the taxational point of view, it is crucial to understand the nature of the activity. 
The basic of income taxation is that basically, every income received in money or money’s 
worth benefit is taxable. There are three main categories of activity forms in taxation: 1. 
business activity, 2. Income-generating activity, and 3. leisure activity. It is important to un-
derstand on what category SMI falls with the activity because it affects accounting and 
taxation. (Tuunala&Varonen 2019.) 
 
The complexity and the need to understand many different matters in taxation create the 
need for SMI to work with a professional accountant. Sita Salminen mentions that in the 
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Yrittäjä (2020,6) magazine. She has bigger volumes and incomes, but she underlines that 
a good accountant has earned her trust and she does not need to know everything about 
taxation. 
2.2.1 Business activity 
Business activity is quite simple to define. It is basically practiced with the goal of generat-
ing a profit and provide a living to the person doing it. Independency and risk belong to 
business activity. An important factor in business activity is the assumption of planned and 
continuous activity. The basic idea in business activity is that it is not limited to any certain 
number of followers. (Tuunala&Varonen 2019.) 
 
Taxation point of view in business activity 
• In the business activity, the entity is obligated in accounting 
• Law on business income tax is applied 
• Money or money’s worth benefits income is taxable 
• Business expenses related to generating income are deductible 
• Profit is divided into earned and capital income (explained later) 
• VAT liable if revenues exceed 10,000 € in 12 months 
(Tuunala&Varonen 2019.) 
2.2.2 Income-generating activity 
Income-generating activity is between business activity and leisure activity. The main dif-
ference in leisure activity is that it has the goal of generating a steady income. Income-
generating activity is taxed under the legislation of income taxation. It is not divided into 
earned income and capital income. It is taxed either as an earned income or capital in-
come, depending on how the income is generated. Earned income is for example salary 
or non-wage compensation for work. (Tuunala&Varonen 2019.) 
 
Taxation point of view of income-generating activity 
• Obligated to make notes of the activity (income and expenses can be explained and 
defined) 
• Under income taxation law 
• Expenses related to generating income are deductible 
• Loss on income-generating activity is deducted from other incomes 
• Can be VAT liable if the activity is under the VAT law definition of business and ex-
ceeds 10,000 € during 12 months 
(Tuunala&Varonen 2019.) 
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2.2.3 Leisure activity 
Leisure activity is usually small-scaled and occasional. Its nature is not only in generating 
income. A high-quality or professional activity can be considered as a leisure activity if the 
main goal is not in generating income. In leisure activity, it is important to understand that 
it is not the main source of income and free time would be used for that anyway. In leisure 
activity, the usual goal can be such as mental health, education, or climate change. There 
are usually expenses in leisure activity, so, the profit is zero or close to it. Drawing the line 
between income generating activity and leisure activity is not always easy and it is consid-
ered case by case by looking at the overall view. (Tuunala&Varonen 2019.) 
 
Taxation point of view in leisure activity 
• Leisure activity expenses cannot be usually deducted. If generating income creates 
expenses, the expenses can usually be deducted until zero profit. Loss cannot occur 
in taxation by leisure activity. Previous years´ expenses may be deductible if helped to 
generate that year´s income. 
• If there are no incomes during the tax year, no expenses reported either 
(Tuunala&Varonen 2019.) 
2.3 Income taxation of SMI 
After acquiring SMI status, the content and presence in the social media interest other 
people, there is a possibility that someone wants to collaborate with the SMI. This means 
that the SMI gets paid by the influencing in some form. Pricing the value of SMI work can 
be tricky. With too high request the SMI may lose the opportunity but when the price is too 
low can cause the feeling with the offering party that the quality is not on a professional 
level. (Hennessy 2018, 131&135.)  
 
According to Somevaikuttajabarometri (2019), influencing in Finland is becoming more 
and more professional. In 2017, the focus of SMIs was to have a fun way to spend their 
free time. In 2019, already 28 % of the SMI repliers said that they do influencing as a full-
time job. The figure in 2018 was 24 %. Also, the number of SMIs´ earning as regular in-
come was growing. 45 % stated that they earn regularly from influencing when the figure 
in 2018 was 39 %. In this group of repliers, 7 % answered that they earn at least 6.500 € 
per month. (Somevaikuttajabarometri 2019.) There are several paths where SMI can es-
tablish revenue streams and those are concentrated in this subchapter. As well, the possi-
ble expenses which SMIs usually face in the industry are overlooked in this subchapter. 
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SMIs can have multiple different income streams which altogether form the earnings. Pet-
rofes (2019) presents 11 methods for SMI income streams. In the beginning, she states 
that influencer might be earning eventually from other sources than presence in social me-
dia. SMI can start to acquire for example public speaking events, photographing or, de-
signing. (Petrofes 2019.) A significant amount of SMI income consists of trade cooperation 
(Yrittäjä 2020, 6). The income has been divided into two categories. The categories have 
been formed by the author of the thesis to create an easier understanding of the idea. 
 
The table below presents the different income types of SMI. The incomes are divided into 
two sections by the author. The sections are Income from the original platform, which con-
sists of the income earned using the original channel where the SMI became popular. The 
popularity of SMI can generate income streams that are not directly in connection with the 
original social media platform. These incomes are presented on the right side of the table 
as income from the acquired SMI status. 
 
Table 1. Income Types of SMI. 
 
 
Taxation of income 
 
There is no separate tax legislation for SMI. That is why the taxation of income is depend-
ing on the kind of activity SMI is practicing. For example, whether the SMI is an employee 
Income from the 
Original Platform
Income from the 
Acquired SMI 
Status
Sponsored Posts Traditional and most common 
way to earn. A brand/company 
approaches to market its brand 
or product. The main method is 
that SMI posts one or many 
posts of selected item. (Petrofes 
2019.)
Digital Products Providing e.g. fitness program, 
travel guide or e-book. This 
kind of e-product can also be 
prepared in cooperation with a 
company. (Petrofes 2019.)
Affiliate Marketing Fair and reliable method for both 
SMI and the brand. SMI will 
receive certain amount or 
percentage of sale income. If a 
customer clicks SMI´s post and 
buys product, SMI earns. 
(Petrofes 2019.)
Physical Products Publishing e.g. clothes 
collection in cooperation with 
brand. It can be something 
connected to fashion, food, 
beauty, fitness, travelling and 
so on. (Petrofes 2019.)
Brand Ambassador Longer period of presenting 
brand/company. SMI is 
responsible for becoming a 
professional with the product and 
share the brand in social media 
channels. (Petrofes 2019.)
Events
Hosting events, make 
appearances or give public 
speeches. SMIs usually have 
great networks and in their 
social media channels they can 
create additional hype towards 
the event. (Petrofes 2019.)
Ad Revenues
Income through online ads. Such 
as Google AdWords allows 
influencers to present sidebar or 
banner ads in their blogs. 
(Mediakix 2019.)
Other Personal 
Skills
SMI has acquired a status 
where it is possible to sell and 
share expertise, sell 
consultancy service or create 
content for companies. 
(Petrofes 2019.)
Income Types of SMI
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or an entrepreneur. There are several income streams in addition to salary, which are tax-
able for SMI. The money received from trade cooperation is easy to understand as a taxa-
ble income. However, received products, benefits, discounts, gift cards, vacations, and 
entrance tickets for events from trade co-operations are taxable. The value of these items 
is considered with their fair value. (Manninen&Määttä 2014.) SMI Sita Salminen com-
mented on the YLE article that the usual image within SMIs are that only the money that 
comes to bank-account is taxable. A lot of SMIs may not even understand that product re-
ceived as a “salary” is taxable income for the receiver. Also, has a feeling that many do 
not even report received products to tax administration. (Kuivas 2019.) 
 
According to Somevaikuttajabarometri (2019, 20) in addition to money, 94 % of repliers 
receive products or services, 92 % get invitations to events and 59 % receive various dis-
counts. Fair value is the probable price of the product and its defining can require state-
ment/valuation of an expert (Kaisanlahti&Leppiniemi 2018, 72). Ordinary items received 
as gifts are not considered as taxable income (Finnish Tax Administration 2018). These 
swags are low-value products/items that are not easy to price. They can, for example, 
contain the company’s logo. (Manninen&Määttä 2014.) 
 
Talouselämä (2020) published an article of Finnish Tax Administration commenting SMI 
income during coronavirus situation in spring 2020. As many entrepreneur and private 
person are looking for extra income, Finnish Tax administration reminds that all the in-
come received from social media platforms are taxable. If the SMI has not established a 
company, the income is reported in the next spring´s tax report as another earned income. 
 
The taxable income defined in the previous chapter can be divided into three categories 
depending on the nature of trade cooperation. The first category is when SMI gets money 
or other economic benefits from some work, task, or favor provided. These are considered 
as non-wage compensation for work (työkorvaus) in Prepayment Act section 25 moment 
1. The second category is copyright. There can be a chance that content created by SMI 
generates copyright. The third category is royalty. It is considered in the Prepayment Act 
section 25 moment 2. It occurs when SMI creates content for the buyer and the copyright 
transfers to the buyer. (Manninen&Määttä 2014.) The taxation of these three categories is 
discussed in chapter 2.5 from individual and company perspective. In addition to these 
three categories, advertisement revenues do not make an exception on taxability. Adver-
tisement revenues are taxable income and need to be reported (Verokampus 2019). 
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2.4 Expense deduction in SMI taxation 
The main principle is that expenses related to income-generating and preserving are de-
ductible from the profit. For example, buying inventory, salaries, rent, and marketing costs 
are deductible. (Tomperi 2018, 96.) There is VAT deduction as well, but it is a separate 
concept and it is discussed in chapter 2.6. In expense deduction, there is no specific regu-
lation for SMIs. Therefore, the expenses related to income-generating and preserving are 
deductible under the usual regulation (Manninen&Määttä 2014). 
 
There is a lot of articles about what for example sole proprietor can deduct as an expense 
in taxation. Finnish online bank Holvi published an article (2019) which has a wide and de-
scriptive package about deductions. Even though the article is provided for sole proprie-
tors, the same basic rules apply for a limited liability company as well as a private individ-
ual.  
 
Expense deduction means that the expenses decrease the taxable profit. It is crucial to 
collect the invoices and receipts and preserve them. What expenses are deductible in tax-
ation? Firstly, office supplies and small equipment. During a tax year, a 2,500 € of small 
equipment (laptop, phone, worth per item can be a maximum of 850 € vat 0 %) can be de-
ducted. Secondly, software and IT-expenses which are such as website, domain, phone, 
and internet connection costs. Thirdly, marketing expenses which are such as magazine 
and digital marketing. Marketing event which is not targeted or limited to a separate group, 
is deductible. Fourthly, entertainment expenses are deductible by 50 %. If the cost of en-
tertainment of for example, key customer is 1,000 €, 500 € can be deducted from the 
profit. Fifthly, the possibility to deduct either 900, 450, or 225 € in taxation if a home is 
used for working. There is not separate receipt or invoice on this but it is a deduction that 
is made in the tax filing. In addition to these costs, for example, professional literature, en-
trepreneurs pension insurance (YEL), memberships related to profession, interest costs, 
accounting costs and healthcare are mainly deductible. (Koivupuro 2019.) Finnish Tax Ad-
ministration (2020) article about expense deduction has a lot of the same items listed. 
Travel expenses are one more element in the list. The article states that there are ex-
penses that are not deductible. For example, fines and penalty interests are not deducti-
ble. Also, if the income is tax-exempt, the cost is not deductible (Tomperi 2018, 104).  
  
Every business has expenses and usually these expenses help to generate revenue and 
profits. SMIs do not make an exception. When thinking with common sense, SMI works in 
the online platform. Establishing YouTube or Instagram accounts are free, but clearly, 
there is a need for a laptop, tablet computer, or smartphone. Probably, for generating 
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good content, a camera, microphone, and some additional devices are needed. The ex-
pense structure of SMI is closely discussed in chapter 3, where a survey for SMIs is ana-
lyzed. 
2.5 Choosing the form of operating the SMI 
Chapter 2.5 concentrates on the form of operating the SMI activities from the taxation 
point of view. Is it more feasible to work without establishing a company or is light entre-
preneurship an option? 
 
SMI can practice influencing both, as an individual or through establishing a company. In 
Finland, already 60 % of the repliers in Somevaikuttajabarometri (2019) were operating 
social media influencing through a company. Growth from the previous year was 12 %. 
On the other hand, only 4 % of the repliers were practicing influencing in an employment 
relationship. (Somevaikuttajabarometri 2019). 
2.5.1 Influencing as an individual 
A person who is living in Finland on the tax year is tax-liable under the Finnish Income 
Tax Act (TVL). Income taxation is divided into two sections: earned income and capital in-
come. (TVL 1§ & 9§.) Usually earned income consists of employment-based salary, in-
come related to that, and pension. It is not always clear, is income considered as any 
earned income or some other income. (Hakkarainen&Määttä 2015.) The taxation of 
earned income is progressive. This means that when the earned income increases, the 
tax percent increases. With low earned income in Finland, the tax to be paid is very small. 
(Räbinä, Myllymäki & Myrsky 2019, 29.). Taxable capital income is based on income gen-
erated by fortune. For example, dividend income and rental income are taxed as capital 
income. Capital income tax rates are 30 % until 30,000 € and 34 % from the part exceed-
ing 34,000 € (Finnish Tax Administration 2017a). Dividend income is taxed lighter than 
usual capital income, depending on if the income is received from a public or private com-
pany. (TVL 32-33§.) 
 
When SMI has not established a company for operating the activity, there are factors to 
take into consideration. Firstly, what is the nature of the income (for example, leisure or 
income-generating activity). In case the SMI is in employment relationship, the income is 
paid as a usual salary. If the income is non-wage compensation for work and the activity 
of SMI is small-scaled and occasional, it is considered as an earned income. If the SMI is 
not in an employment relationship, it is usually defined as an agency relationship under 
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certain requirements. (Finnish Tax Administration 2019a). In these cases, the payer with-
holds a tax from the nonwage compensation of work but does not pay social insurance 
payments (Tulorekisteri 2019). 
2.5.2 Requirement for establishing a company 
From the taxation point of view, there are cases when establishing a company needs to 
be considered. If the activity is growing and SMI is not in an employment relationship, reg-
istering for Finnish Tax Administration registers are crucial. The prepayment register is the 
first example. SMI needs to belong to the prepayment register or the payer needs to with-
hold the tax from the payment. Prepayment registration is an assumption of activity that is 
practiced with entrepreneur status. Finnish Tax Administrations registers are meant for 
entrepreneurs/companies. In addition to the prepayment register, the main registers that 
Finnish Tax Administration maintains are the VAT register and employer register. (Finnish 
Tax Administration 2019a.) 
 
Finnish Tax Administration (2019d) states that after receiving a business ID, there is a 
chance to apply for the VAT register. According to AVL 3§, the company does not need to 
register for VAT if the turnover per 12 months is less than 10,000 €. In case, where the ac-
tivity is growing to 10,000 € in 12 months, there is a need to register a company and apply 
for the VAT register. To avoid paying VAT retroactively from the whole accounting period, 
it is crucial to forecast if the activity is growing to be more than 10,000 € within 12 months. 
Holopainen (2018, 83) release about VAT registering supports the fact that a natural per-
son without business ID cannot file for the VAT register. Only companies, in addition to a 
few exceptions such as primary production, can apply for the VAT register. 
2.5.3 Light entrepreneurship 
Light entrepreneurship is a hot topic nowadays and has been discussed a lot in financial 
magazines. It is a function where someone employs him/herself. Between self-employed 
and customer, there is an invoicing service platform that takes care of the bureaucracy 
such as employer expenses, taxes and pays a salary for the light entrepreneur. Starting 
as a light entrepreneur is easy because it does not require business ID or other establish-
ing formalities. (Holopainen 2018, 192.) Light entrepreneurship is not discussed in legisla-
tion. It is just a “marketing term” of this new way of working. (Paanetoja 2020, 50.) 
 
Probably the most known invoicing service platform in Finland is Ukko.fi. It has over 
85,000 users in Finland. There are no running costs, it is easy and free to register, pricing 
is on the hand of light entrepreneur and as mentioned, paperwork and bureaucracy are 
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handled by Ukko.fi. (Ukko.fi 2019.) How much does it then cost to use the invoicing plat-
form?  
 
Picture 1. Ukko.fi pricing for using the service as a light entrepreneur (Ukko.fi Pricing 
2019). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are few factors to take into consideration when establishing light entrepreneurship. 
Firstly, VAT is always added to the invoice. Usually, it is the standard 24 % even though, 
the light entrepreneurship would not be VAT liable (if the revenue is less than 10 000 € 
per 12 months). This is because the invoicing service platform revenue exceeds 10 000 €. 
(Holopainen 2018, 193.) This means that VAT relief (in chapter 2.6) is not possible for the 
light entrepreneurs. Secondly, even though light entrepreneur receives a salary from in-
voicing service, he/she is still liable to take YEL (entrepreneurs pension insurance) when 
the liability requirements are fulfilled. (Holopainen 2018, 193.) In addition to Ukko, there 
has become few other players in the invoicing service market. Such as OP Kevytyrittäjä, 
Eezy, Odeal and FinJob offer their version of invoicing service platform (Yrityksen pe-
rustaminen 2019). 
 
The taxation of light entrepreneurship is handled by the invoicing service platform. The 
service pays required employer costs and pays the light entrepreneur a salary and with-
held an earned income tax. (Holopainen 2018, 192.) Ukko.fi (2019) states in their website 
that the service fee of the platform, social security contribution, and entrepreneurs pension 
insurance are deductible on the light entrepreneurs' taxation. Finnish Tax Administration 
confirms that the service fee is deductible. The service fee of the platform is related to in-
come-generating and is therefore possible as a deductible expense. (Finnish Tax Admin-
istration 2019b.) Someone, who is not an entrepreneur or in an employment relationship, 
the accepted deductible travel expenses are smaller (Korpela 2020, 48). However, ac-
cording 
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to the latest news, under certain circumstances, light entrepreneurs can receive, for exam-
ple, daily allowances (Salin 2020). 
2.5.4 Sole proprietor vs. limited liability company 
Establishing a company (receiving business ID) brings taxation benefits. The benefits 
might allow the influencer to receive eventually more money than, for example, someone 
in an employment relationship. (Korpela 2020, 48.) 
 
In case SMI decides to establish a company to run the operations, there are factors to 
take under consideration: how many founders there are, what is the need for capital, how 
are the responsibilities divided, how flexible is the company form, what are the plans for 
future and how the profits will be distributed. (Holopainen 2018, 20 - 22.) 
 
There are five company forms in Finland. The main types are Sole proprietor (~214,000) 
and Limited liability company (~270,000) (PRH 2019e). The company forms are presented 
closely in figure 3. SMIs can use the same company forms than any other entrepreneur. 
Below, brief information is offered from Sole proprietor and Limited Liability company.  
 
When there is only one founder, a sole proprietor is a simple option. A limited liability com-
pany is good when looking for limited responsibility. Sole proprietor and limited liability 
company can be both established with only one founder. With a limited liability company, 
a deputy member needs to be elected to the board, if only one founder. If a lot of capital is 
needed for the company, a limited liability company is reasonable (Holopainen 2018, 21.) 
Since 1.7.2019, the share capital requirement of 2,500 € was deleted (PRH 2019c). There 
is no share capital requirement in any presented company forms in this chapter (Holo-
painen 2018, 23). Uusyrityskeskus (2019) supports the list on what to consider when 
choosing the form and it supports the flexibility and simplicity of sole proprietor but also 
discusses the limited liability in LLC. The flexibility and responsibilities in these forms are 
presented in figure 3 below. 
 
Sole proprietor (Toiminimi)  
 
A sole proprietor is a flexible form, where there is a light bureaucracy and no board or au-
ditor needed. (Holopainen 2018, 23.) Under 18-year-old can establish sole proprietor. 
Ending sole proprietor can be done online and does not cost anything. (PRH 2019d.) 
 
Taxation for sole proprietor works like for natural person based on the earned and capital 
income. Basically, the profit of the sole proprietorship is divided to be taxed as earned and 
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capital income. To define the base taxed on capital income, the net assets of the previous 
tax year is used. (Tomperi 2018, 31.) 20 % of the previous year's net assets are taxed as 
capital income, rest as earned income. The tax rate of capital income is 30 % and capital 
income over 30,000 € is taxed with 34 % from the part exceeding 30,000 €. The entrepre-
neur can demand the whole profit to be taxed as an earned income. Another option is to 
demand the capital income share to be 10 %. (Finnish Tax Administration 2019c.) Dividing 
the profit to earned income and capital income is usually beneficial when the profit ex-
ceeds 30,000€ per year (Korpela 2020, 48). 
 
Deductions can be made from the profit in addition to the costs of the business already 
deducted. The sole proprietor can deduct the expenses linked to business activity, as well 
as previous year losses. If the business is making a profit, the entrepreneur gets 5 % de-
duction called “Yrittäjävähennys”. This is an extra deduction that sole proprietor gets auto-
matically. (Finnish Tax Administration 2019c.) 
 
Withdrawing money from the sole proprietor is flexible for the entrepreneur. Paying a sal-
ary or giving fringe benefits is not possible. The amount of private usage of the company’s 
assets is returned to the profit. (Holopainen 2018, 170.) For the sole proprietor, private 
placements and private drawings are common. The entrepreneur can make private place-
ments (invest money into the company) without restrictions. The entrepreneur can move 
the company’s money to private use as a private drawing. Private drawing decreases the 
equity of the company. (Salin 2012, 106-107.) A micro-sized sole proprietor does not need 
to apply double-entry bookkeeping or prepare financial statements if its financial year is 
the calendar year (Tomperi 2019, yksityinen toiminimi). 
 
PRH offers podcasts for establishing in English and Swedish. Also, PRH offers a YouTube 
video about establishing sole proprietor. 
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Picture 2. Guide video about establishing sole proprietor. 
 
Limited liability company (Osakeyhtiö) 
 
Limited liability company is the most popular form of company in Finland. Establishing a 
limited liability company requires more bureaucracy. There is a need to establish a board. 
If there are less than three members on the board, there needs to be at least one deputy 
member. A board member cannot be someone in bankruptcy or under 18 years old. (Hol-
opainen 2018, 29.) A person under 18 years can be a shareholder under certain terms 
(PRH 2019a). 
 
Taxation of limited liability company (later called LLC) is separated from the taxation of 
shareholders. LLC is an independent taxpayer and taxable profit is confirmed by the Finn-
ish Tax Administration. Corporate income tax is applied for the taxable profit and the rate 
is 20 %. (Tomperi 2018, 46.) 
 
If SMI practices influencing through a limited liability company and is the shareholder, the 
main methods of receiving money from the company are salary and dividends. The salary 
paid to the shareholder needs to be reasonable compared to the contribution given to the 
company. Shareholder working in the company can receive fringe benefits. (Holopainen 
2018, 171.) 
 
In case a company decides to share dividends to shareholders, the taxation depends on 
the amount shared. If a company shares more than 8 % of the share mathematical value, 
the taxation is higher. The mathematical value is calculated by deducting the previous fi-
nancial year´s debt from assets and divided by the number of shares. If the dividend is 8 
% or less from the mathematical value, 25 % of the dividend is taxed as earned income 
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for shareholder and 75 % is tax-exempt. If in this case, the dividend amount exceeds 150 
000 € per shareholder, 85 % of the exceeding part of the dividend is taxed as an earned 
income and 15 % is tax-exempt. If the company wants to share more than 8 % of the 
mathematical value, the exceeding part is taxed as 75 % earned income and 25 % tax-ex-
empt. (Holopainen 2018, 171-172.) 
 
In a limited liability company, the board is responsible that bookkeeping and administra-
tion are properly arranged. The board is valid for decision-making when more than half of 
the members are present, and articles of association do not require anything else. (OYL 
2006, 6.luku 2-3§.) A person under 18 years old cannot be a board member in LLC (PRH 
2019b). If a board member causes damage to the company with purpose or by negli-
gence, the board member might be liable to compensate for the damage done for the 
company. The board member is liable to compensate for the damage that is due to break-
ing limited liability company law (OYL) or articles of association. (Mettovaara 2015.) 
 
The figure below presents the differences between the company forms. 
 
Figure 3. Company forms presented. (Holopainen 2018, 2) 
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2.6 VAT 
Chapter 2.6 concentrates on VAT (value-added tax). VAT is a complex totality. The basics 
are quite easy to understand, but special schemes require a lot of attention. In this chap-
ter, domestic VAT is considered by the perspective of SMI. 
 
VAT is a consumption tax, which is paid by the end customer (Nyrhinen, Hyttinen & 
Lamppu 2019, 32). Basically. VAT liable company adds VAT to its product price when 
selling goods or services. In the present VAT system, the tax is not repeated due to the 
wide possibility of deductions. The basic idea is that a VAT liable entity can deduct the 
VAT from a purchase made for business purposes. This allows the situation, where the 
final customer is not paying extra VAT in the end-product. (Nyrhinen, Hyttinen & Lamppu 
2019, 26.)  
 
SMI can be VAT liable. It is crucial to remember that always when SMI gets a salary, VAT 
is not considered. When SMI, for example, writes blogpost, SMI has copyright to it and 
those are not VAT liable. However, if SMI takes a picture and sells it, it is considered as a 
VAT liable sale. (Finnish Tax Administration 2017b.) When SMI gets paid or receives 
product instead of money, it is considered as selling of marketing or other advertisement 
service and that type of sales are under VAT liability. (Kaari 2019.) Even though the sales 
are happening in the form of business, the seller is not VAT liable if the sales are less than 
10,000 € during the fiscal year (AVL 3§ 1993). In practice, this means that if the sales or 
selling of services are less than 10,000 € in a year (12 months), there is no need to regis-
ter for VAT or take VAT under consideration. (Nyrhinen, Hyttinen & Lamppu 2019, 52.) 
However, registering for VAT might be beneficial even if the revenues are less than 
10,000 € in a year, especially if the customers are businesses. The company form does 
not affect VAT liability.  
 
One beneficial factor in registering for VAT is the possibility of VAT relief. VAT relief is tar-
geted for small entrepreneurs with revenues between 0 – 30,000 € per year (12 months). 
If the revenues are less than 10,000 € per year, the Finnish Tax Administration returns the 
charged and filed VAT for the entrepreneur. If the revenues are between 10,000 – 30,000 
€ per year, the entrepreneur will partly get the VAT relief. Step by step, the relief becomes 
smaller when approaching the sales of 30,000 €. VAT relief cannot be applied for example 
in case, where the VAT balance is negative, meaning that the entrepreneur is getting VAT 
refund already from having more deductible purchases than charged VAT from the sales. 
(Nyrhinen, Hyttinen & Lamppu 2019, 55.) 
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The general VAT rate in Finland is 24 %. This is applied to the most transactions of prod-
ucts and services. There are reduced rates of 14 %,10 %,0 % and VAT exempts. (Finnish 
Tax Administration 2019d&e.) 
 
In what category does SMI fall in case it is VAT liable? There is more than one category. 
The basic case is when SMI has trade cooperation with a company by sponsored posts. 
In those cases, SMI is selling marketing and advertisement service to the company, and 
therefore the sales are under VAT 24 %. There might be cases for SMI, where the trans-
action is VAT exempt. Kaari (2019) offers an example when SMI receives a royalty from 
writing a blog or always when SMI is in an employment relationship and receives a salary. 
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3 Needs for the tax advising  
Chapter three focuses on the survey execution and justification of its method. The survey 
was shared with Finnish SMIs and it was arranged to gain an understanding of SMI form 
of working, taxation & VAT knowledge, expenses, and international transactions. It was 
produced to gain an understanding of taxation advising needs of the SMIs. The chapter 
discusses how the survey was composed, to whom it was shared, and what were the re-
sults. 
3.1 Execution and structure of the survey 
The income of SMIs are widely written about, but the expenses and international transac-
tions are rarely discussed. Expenses are important to consider because there are taxation 
deduction possibilities. International transactions are crucial to consider in a world of glob-
alization and digitalization. 
 
The target group of this survey is narrow. Somevaikuttajabarometri (2019) is the main sur-
vey providing information on SMIs in Finland. The year 2019 survey received 105 repliers. 
Therefore, the expectation for this survey was to receive 5 - 10 replies. The survey was 
provided with Webropol 3.0. It was published and invitations were sent on the 9 January 
and closed 27 January 2020. The survey was tested with several people before publishing 
it. The target group was contacted and gathered through the author´s network. The SMIs 
were contacted through email, WhatsApp, Instagram, and via contact persons. The invita-
tions included cover letter and link to the survey which are presented as an attachment of 
this thesis. They were published in Finnish as the target group is Finnish speaking. There 
was no prize or contribution offered for replying to the survey, but it was emphasized that 
the final product is shared for SMIs and accurate answers make the final product more 
beneficial for all the parties. All in all, around 15 SMIs were contacted straight by the au-
thor or through contact persons. 
 
In the survey, there were 12 multiple questions and one open question. The questions 
were easy to answer. Most of the questions could choose either “yes” or “no”. Few ques-
tions had multiple choices. The multiple-choice questions were created as profound as 
possible but aimed to be easy to understand. Question number four was created so that 
depending on the answer, it led to question five or directly to question six.  
 
There were three sections. First section based on the current situation which aimed to fig-
ure out the social media channel of influencing, follower amounts and how professional 
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influencing is. The second section concentrated on the form of working (company vs. indi-
vidual), VAT liability, and expenses. The third section concentrated on international trans-
actions, which was supposed to be discussed in the thesis more. There was an open 
space at the end of the survey for commentary. There were a few questions focusing on 
the knowledge of taxation by repliers. The aim was to understand the SMIs needs of taxa-
tion advising. 
3.2 Research method and reliability 
The survey was decided to be the research method based on the following reasons. 
Firstly, a survey was an option where it would be easier to receive replies from busy SMIs. 
The qualitative interview option was discussed with one SMI and the answer was clear; 
there is no time to arrange an interview, but if a link to a survey is sent, it is easy and 
quick to answer. However, due to the low expectation of repliers, it cannot be considered 
as a quantitative survey. Therefore, this survey was considered as a preliminary study. 
 
Surveys are efficient compared to interviews and the results are easier to interpret. Sur-
veys are easily approachable when comparing for example to interviews. The replier 
might feel more comfortable answering the questions because there is no direct contact 
with the researcher. However, the problem in a survey might occur in case of a low 
amount of responses. A low amount of responses decreases the trustworthiness of the 
survey. Also, the answers for the survey are usually decided in advance, so the replier 
does not have a lot of space for his/her own thoughts or opinions. It is complicated to en-
sure that the respondent is the person to whom the survey was sent. There is a risk that 
the answers are given by someone else to save the time of the real respondent. (Walonick 
1997-2010, 5-6.) 
 
The survey did not request any personal data of the replier, but the list of to whom the sur-
vey was sent is with the hands of the author. Haaga-Helia’s examiner of the work can re-
quest the list under confidentiality to verify the target group. 
 
The requirements for the survey to be sent for SMI were as follows: 1) SMI receives in-
come through social media, 2) SMI has expenses from social media, 3) SMI is active in 
social media. 
 
This study was reliable because five social media influencers answered it. The number of 
replies could have been wider, but it was anticipated that in this niche industry, a larger 
amount is difficult to receive. Fortunately, the repliers were from different influencing plat-
forms with different follower amounts, so this gave a nice variance to the answers. 
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3.3 Results and analysis of the survey 
The results of the survey are presented below in the table. The questions are translated 
into English. The answer options and how many answers each option got are presented in 
the table. Question 9 about SMI expenses and question 11 about international transac-
tions are presented separately in graphs below the table. This is due to a wide variety of 
answer options. 
 
Table 2. Survey questions and results. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Survey Questions and results
Translated in english
Questions Options and answers per option
1. What is your main social media 
influencing platform? Instagram 3 YouTube Blog 1 Snapchat Twitter TikTok
Facebook 
1
2. What is your follower count in that 
certain channel? 0-1000 2
1000-10 000 
2
10 000 - 
50 000 1
More than 50 
000
3. Which of the following best 
describes your SMI activity? Business activity Income generating activity 1 Leisure activity 4
4. Have you established a company for 
SMI activity? Yes 2 Light Entrepreneur 1 Influencing as a private person 2
5. If you have established a company, 
what is your company form? Tmi 1 Ay Ky Oy 1 Osk
6. Do you know, how the company 
form affects on taxation? Yes 1 No 3 I would need more info 1
7. Have you registered as VAT liable 
for SMI activity?
Yes and I 
know the 
basics 1
Yes, but I 
need more 
info 2
I have 
not, but I 
know the 
basics 1
I have not 
considered 
VAT 1
8. Do you know which expenses are 
deductible on your SMI activity? I know well 2 I know something 1 I have not considered 2
9. Which of the following expenses do 
you have from SMI activity? Presented in graph below
10. Which subjects in taxation would 
you need more information on?
Withholding 
tax VAT
Deducti-
bility Deadlines
Understan-
ding the big 
picture 4
Internatio
nal trans-
actions 2
Registers 
1
11. Do you have some of the following 
international transactions? Presented in the graph below
12. Do you keep possible living abroad 
and influencing from there? Yes, more than 6months 2 Yes, but shorter period No 3
13. Do you have certain topics in your 
mind you wish the final product would 
include? No answers
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Figure 4. SMI expenses by option (question 9) 
 
 
Figure 5. SMI international transactions by option (question 11) 
 
 
 
Analysis of the survey 
 
The wanted outcome of the quantitative survey was received. 5 - 10 replies were ex-
pected and five were received. More replies would have been better but the limited target 
group in Finland makes it hard to receive many answers. Quantitative analysis cannot be 
provided with only five answerers and qualitative interviews were impossible to arrange for 
this busy group of influencers. However, because the survey was not the main goal of this 
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thesis, the wanted outcome was reached. The survey is more considered as a pre-study 
and directional to help to produce a better final product, the podcasts. 
  
When analysing the survey, it seemed quick to answer by the view of the survey provider. 
The link was opened 32 times by the repliers and the answering was started 12 times. 
However, only five replies were finished. The survey provider interviewed one of the repli-
ers who commented that the survey was clear and easy to answer. 
  
The answers of the first section were quite expected and in accordance with Some-
vaikuttajabarometri (2019), Instagram was the most popular channel on influencing as it 
was in this survey as well. 60 % of the repliers were having more than 1 000 followers on 
their main influencing channel so most of the repliers were nano- or micro-influencers. 
The taxation point of view is hard to express in the survey. However, the repliers felt that 
influencing is more like a hobby for them than a real career. 
  
In the second section, most had already established a company, which was a bit surpris-
ing considering that influencing was considered as a hobby. The reason to establish a 
hobby-related company is hard to understand because it demands more paperwork. 
Maybe the answer “hobby” is more related to low and occasional incomes at this point be-
cause when, for example, limited liability is established, there is income acquiring pur-
poses behind. 60 % did not know how the company form affects taxation. This is crucial 
when considering differences between a sole proprietor and Limited liability, for example. 
And this is something that is reflected in the podcast as well. Of course, there are repliers 
who do not have a company at present. 
  
In the VAT question, 60 % had registered and 20 % had not considered VAT at all. So, 
there is a chance these 20 % are liable to register for VAT. The expenses are interesting. 
60 % had good knowledge about what can be deducted and 20 % had some knowledge. 
The expenses from the influencing were quite usual considering the structure of the busi-
ness (working from home, filming, editing, needing computer). What surprised a bit but 
positively was that one of the repliers had become so professional that YEL-insurance had 
been purchased. one of the repliers had purchased other insurance for the activity. The 
main thing influencers wanted to learn from taxation was to understand the big picture and 
that is something the podcasts are going to focus on. 
  
In the third section, international transactions were considered. The survey provider was 
surprised, how active these influencers were with international transactions. There were 
sales and purchases abroad and 75 % had a cooperation partner abroad. There were a 
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lot of business trips abroad. Two repliers considered possible to live abroad for over 6 
months and practice influencing from there.  
  
The survey showed that there are SMIs that are influencing mainly as a hobby. There are 
SMIs who are influencing in a more professional manner. There are differences in the 
knowledge of taxation. According to the survey, there are needs for improvement of basic 
taxation skills for SMIs.  
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4 Podcast 
The fourth chapter is about podcast production. The final product in this thesis is to deliver 
four podcast episodes about SMI taxation each of which deals with a different theme to 
commissioning company HP Economics Oy. The chapter briefly presents the podcast in-
dustry and production of the episodes. It presents the research method and feedback ac-
quired from professionals to present accurate content. It presents the main contents of the 
episodes. The manuscripts of the episodes are attached to the thesis. 
4.1 What is a podcast and how is it produced? 
Winn (2019) researched in his article what people know about podcasts. The answers 
were mainly focusing on four different categories. Firstly, it is free of charge. Secondly, 
they are popular nowadays. Thirdly, they are a niche on their topic, and fourthly, they are 
talked online radio. He made a conclusion; it is a favourite thing and hobbies gathered in a 
giant number of recordings. 
 
Thepodcasthost.com has published an 18-step guide for someone who wants to establish 
a podcast series. There is a lot to consider when starting a podcast show. Firstly, it is 
good to define why the podcast is made; is it for hobby or professional purpose. In that 
way, it is easier to maintain motivation and find the right target group. The article under-
lines the importance of giving the listener reason to listen. Is the podcast producer able to 
create a podcast that makes the listener return? What comes to the name of the podcast, 
a clever name might be hard to find on the search engines, a descriptive name can get 
too long or boring and the use of your own name is not recommended by the article. (Gray 
2020.) 
 
When discussing the leng a podcast episode, the article recommends something between 
20 to 45 minutes. However, if there is good content that demands 50 minutes, there is no 
reason to cut it shorter. The next question to consider is how often to publish/update. The 
ground rule is to publish/update as often as the producer can and that it happens on a 
regular basis. The name of the podcast should not be “Episode1” and so on, but a title 
that is descriptive about what the listener will get. When moving to record, the minimum is 
to have a computer with internet access and a microphone. The article recommends a few 
podcast editing software which are free-of-charge. Audacity is recommended as good 
quality and free editing software. Scripting the episode is important and how deeply the 
scripting is made, depends on the producer. If the script is done word-by-word, the pod-
cast easily starts to sound like reading from the paper. (Gray 2020.) 
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4.2 Execution of the podcast 
Every episode is produced in five steps. Firstly, the manuscript of each episode is pre-
pared and questions or facts that are still a bit unclear, are written on a paper. Secondly, 
the questions are sent to professionals of the taxation industry, mainly auditors. Thirdly, 
Transcribed interviews are sent to the professional for being listened to. If the professional 
approves the content accuracy, the episode is finished. If they are not happy with the con-
tent, editing and possible new recording is made. Fourthly, When the answers to the 
questions are received, episodes are recorded, and the answers of the professionals are 
read by the producer in the episode. Fifthly, when all the episodes are done, they are de-
livered for HP Economics Oy, which is responsible for publishing and marketing the epi-
sode. 
 
There are four episodes: The first episode is about the nature of the activity of SMI and is 
the activity taxable in the first place. The second episode is about taxation of SMI incomes 
and expenses. The third episode is about choosing the right form, whether to establish a 
company or not. The fourth and last episode concentrates on VAT. The target of episode 
length is between 15 - 20 minutes per episode. They are provided to be efficient and easy 
to understand with no extra examples or any talk that might confuse the listener in a com-
plicated topic of taxation. For example, Jari Sarasvuo is having a great episode producing 
structure in his episode for Trainers House, as his sound is easy to listen to, the topic is 
clear and there is still the selling perspective behind the words (Trainers House 2020). 
 
Each episode has the same basic structure. Firstly, a brief introduction to the topic, the se-
ries, and the producer. Secondly, the main content is presented. Thirdly, the professional 
comments are read to clarify and create credibility for the content.  
4.3 Professional feedback 
After producing the manuscript for the episodes, a list of questions was clear about the 
contents needing to be clarified. Professional feedback was the method to obtain answers 
to these contents which did not have a straight answer in literature and needed a more 
practical perspective. The other perspective of having professional feedback was to obtain 
professional credibility to the thesis and for the podcasts. Taxation is a complex topic 
which gives no space for errors. Therefore, the comments from professionals were highly 
appreciated. 
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4.3.1 Executing interviews 
Goal of the feedback was to have at least three separate professionals to comment on dif-
ferent topics. Each professional commented on one episode, so every professional had 
different set of questions. The method was planned to be interviews with a set of ques-
tions. The answers of the professionals can be read in the single episodes.  
 
The professionals where chosen based on the connections and the network of the author. 
It is important to emphasize that the author personally knew the interviewed or someone 
from author´s network did. The professionals were interviewed by phone. Episodes were 
commented in the following order: 
 
Episode 1 does not have professional to comment, but the questions about the episode 
were discussed with the customer service of Finnish Tax Administration. 
Episode 2: HT auditor Kaarina Pyydönniemi, who has a long expertise in financial 
management. Kaarina is lecturer of financial management.  
Episode 3: Jan-Erik Rae, who is a tax partner in Revico Grant Thornton Oy.  
Episode 4: Hanna Huhtala, a VAT expert in Lexalvia Oy.  
 
As face-to-face meetings at the time being are restricted by covid-19 pandemic, the ques-
tions were sent via email. The list of questions was planned to be short and efficient. 3 - 5 
questions per interviewed. That was because the author felt it was easiest way to ap-
proach and give the professionals possibility to answer the questions when her/his time 
schedule allowed it. Having the names of interviewed to the project create credibility for 
the final product. 
 
Getting the answers was agreed case-by-case either via email or having a phone discus-
sion after the interviewed had received the questions. Due to coronavirus, most of the in-
terviewed were working remotely and did not have the hectic office atmosphere. That 
helped on agreeing for interviews and receiving the answers. Of course, the author keeps 
it crucial, to have connections to these people. The whole planning stage and implement-
ing of interviews occurred during March and April 2020. After the interview, the author 
transcribed the discussion and sent the content for the approval of the interviewed. 
4.3.2 Results 
The results of the interviews with the professionals were in line with expectations of the 
author. The answers were clear and gave perspective. It was easy to see that the ques-
tions matched with the professional’s expertise. 
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The answers are brought to the podcast episodes in a way that the author is transcribing 
the interviews and sending them back to the professionals. When the professional accept 
the content, the result will be read by the author in the episode. The answers of the inter-
views are not read in a row but placed in a part of the podcast where it is applicable. 
 
The interview answers are presented briefly in the table. The whole interview and answers 
are presented in the podcast episodes and as an attachment to the thesis. 
 
2nd Episode interview from Kaarina Pyydönniemi (HT auditor and lecturer) included 
four questions concentrating on SMI income and expense taxation. Mrs. Pyydönniemi 
commented the overall content of the final product whether everything necessary is in-
cluded.  
 
Table 3. Interview of Kaarina Pyydönniemi briefly. 
 
 
3rd Episode interview from Jan-Erik Rae (Tax partner) included three questions which 
focused on the differences on social media influencing as an entrepreneur or as a private 
person. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question Answer in brief
1. Income generating expenses on private person tax 
reporting - If the SMI has bought laptop worth 900 euros, 
how can the cost be deducted (if there is automatic 750e 
deduction by Tax Administration)? What if there is a 
personal use of the computer?
If purchases due to SMI activity, expenses can be 
deducted. Also, the maintenance and other acquiring 
expenses can be deducted. If the purchase is less than 
1000 euros, the whole sum can be deducted once. If more, 
the through depreciation. Minor personal use does not deny 
the deduction.
2. Defining fair value - if SMI receives a product in trade 
cooperation, how the correct value is defined to pay taxes? 
Is it the price with VAT? What if the SMI receives a trip to 
abroad as a salary?
Important matter, having own IFRS standard. Basic 
principle=the price received in free market. For private 
person, the fair value is the price including VAT. In some 
cases, expert valuation can be needed, but the payer/giver 
should know the fair value.
3. Salary or non-wage compensation for work - should the 
SMI always provide the e.g. tax card for the trade 
cooperator in case not belonging to prepayment register?
If the SMI belongs to prepayment register, no tax card 
needed for the payer. If SMI has not established a 
company, it is not possible to belong in prepayment 
register. There is specific features if the payment is 
considered as a nonwage compensation for work or salary.
4. The big picture of the podcast - Is every necessary 
content taken under consideration? Is there topics that 
would be important to discuss in addition?
Current topics are crucial to bring up to the podcast episodes. 
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Table 4. Interview of Jan-Erik Rae briefly. 
 
 
4th Episode interview from Hanna Huhtala (VAT expert) included four questions con-
centrating on VAT with perspective of SMI. 
 
Table 5. Interview of Hanna Huhtala briefly. 
 
 
Pyydönniemi discussed more closely about the relevance of the content and was pleased 
about the topics that were taken under consideration. What she outlined, was the im-
portance to bring current topics to the podcast episodes for example if VAT registration 
lower limit 10,000 euros possible grows to 15,000 euros. Covid-19 pandemic is something 
that affects a lot to SMIs, so it should be brought up in the episodes. Other interviewees 
were satisfied with their questions stated and did not question their relevance or bring up 
any additional subjects. 
Question Answer in brief
1. What is the point where SMI can practise influencing 
without establishing a company? Is it related to registers 
(VAT and prepayment)? Can SMI be accepted to these 
registers without establishing a company?
If the action has the features of business activity, VAT 
registration comes in 10 000euros. Then the company 
needs to be established. Some are afraid of establishing 
limited liability company, but it is also good when the 
contracts and action can be separated. Sole proprietor can 
also make e.g. a million revenue, but the taxation might be 
heavy in that case. Prepayment register can not be applied 
without establishing a company.
2. Sole proprietor is established and the business is 
growing. Is there a common rule, when it would be 
reasonable to update the company form for limited liability 
company?
Calculators online about the taxation perspective. Also 
other factors in liabilities and administration to take under 
consideration. 
3. How to dress up in words: The main difference in taxation 
if influencing as a private person or establishing a 
company?
Without a company, income is always taxed as an 
progressive earned income. Sole proprietor can calculate 
capital income share. However, SMI balance sheet can be 
too light for that. Limited liability company pays 20% tax for 
the profit. Of course, if the money is withdrawn from 
company, the tax also needs to be paid from dividend or 
salary. 
Question Answer in brief
1. If SMI receives non wage compensation for work in trade 
cooperation, should the VAT the included in these 
transactions, if the action grows over 10 000 euros?
If the activity fulfills the features of business activity, VAT 
needs to be files based on AVL 1§. If the compensation is 
salary, no VAT applied. If the activity exceeds 10 000 
euros per year, VAT needs to be filed based on AVL 3§. 
Therefore, when these features apply, VAT is filed and 
paid.
2. If SMI receives a product as a salary and is VAT liable, 
should the product be defined with fair value and file VAT 
from that?
If the activity is VAT liable, VAT is filed even though the 
compensation is a product. AVL 18§ defines selling a 
service with compensation, and does not specify as 
moneywise. SMI activity can be considered as selling 
marketing service (24% VAT).
3. If the action only includes VAT exempt transactions (e.g. 
royalties), can the SMI work without VAT registration, even 
though the activity would grow over 10 000e?
If there is only VAT exempt transaction, VAT registration is 
not approved. VAT from purchases can not be deducted 
either. 
4. If the SMI offers free visibility for companies during 
coronavirus, is there VAT that needs to be defined and  
filed, even though it is given free for the company? 
AVL 20§ and 22§ discuss that if service or product is taken 
for personal use, the VAT is filed as a sale. VAT is 
considered like selling service. However, VAT is not filed if 
providing service for free happens in business purposes. 
As well, ithe SMI is not VAT liable, VAT is not considered 
in these cases.
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Podcast Topic Content
1. Episode SMIs Position in Taxation Discusses on the tax nature of the activity. Is the tax 
perspective of the activity considered as hobby, 
income generating or business. The relevance of the 
differences discussed
2. Episode Income and Expenses 
Taxation of SMI
Income and expense structure of SMI. The taxation 
perspective discussed.
3. Episode Should SMI Establish a 
Company?
Three options of practising SMI activity. As an private 
person, light entrepreneurship or to establish a 
company. Requirement to establish a company and 
different scenarios presented.
4. Episode VAT for SMI Value added tax discussed in the perspective of SMI. 
 
What comes to professionals accepting the content the author had transcribed, only few 
minor adjustments were made, but mainly the interviewer and interviewee had understood 
each other correctly and the interview kept on a good professional level all the way 
through. 
4.4 Final version of the podcast 
The first idea was to have five episodes including 5th episode about international transac-
tions. However, international transactions turned out to be a whole different wide project 
that was not possible to include in this thesis. The themes of the four episodes were de-
cided by the author based on the theoretical framework and research about the topic. As 
well, it was important to consider topics that would create a podcast forming a clear and 
logical big picture. The survey executed by the author obviously affected to the podcast. 
The needs of SMIs based on the survey were crucial when forming the final product. 
 
The episodes manuscripts attached to the thesis has the same structures and elements 
as the final recorded products. Theoretical framework, survey answers, feedback/inter-
views of the professionals, and current/relevant articles of the industry formed the final 
product. The interview answers transcribed and accepted by the interviewee, are read by 
the author in the episode.  
 
The episodes were recorded in early May. Smartphone was used for recording, in a space 
that did not echo. Audacity was used for editing. The length of the final versions was be-
tween 15-20minutes per episode. The table below presents the name and the main con-
tent of the episodes. The whole manuscripts are attached to this thesis. 
 
Table 6. Podcast episodes. 
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The finished episodes are handed for HP Economics Oy, who is responsible for marketing 
and publishing the episodes during 2020. The final schedule of the publishing is not clari-
fied yet due to the coronavirus situation which affects hugely to business life. When the 
episodes are published, HP Economics Oy will be informing the schedule and platform on 
its social media channels. 
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5 Conclusion 
Chapter five presents the conclusions of the thesis. Firstly, it discusses the key outcomes 
of the project orientated thesis. Secondly, it offers suggestions for further research. Lastly, 
project evaluation and reflection of the author´s own learning is presented. 
5.1 Key outcomes 
The project objective of the thesis was to create a four-part series of practically orientated 
podcasts, on the theme of taxation. The objective was achieved by four episodes which 
were prepared around the planned themes. Project tasks set were achieved. In addition, 
the goal was to build a brand for the commissioning company and find new customer 
groups. The modern final product with credible content that can be listened for free of 
charge online is beneficial for the commissioning company. The theory built the foundation 
for the work. The survey formed and clarified the needs of the project. The interviews of 
professionals created an added value, credibility, and practical experience about SMI 
needs. The content of the episodes is creating a basic understanding for SMI about taxa-
tion.  
 
The key outcomes of the project are divided based on the project tasks. PT 5 project eval-
uation is discussed in chapter 5.3. 
 
Building up the Theoretical framework (PT 1). The theoretical framework was built from 
six elements. The definition of SMI, taxational nature of the activity, taxation of income 
and deduction of expenses, choosing company form, and VAT. The theory part indicated 
following result: SMI does not have specific taxation legislation or rules. Taxation has the 
same basic principles as any other entrepreneur or industry. The differences in taxation 
occur mainly by special schemes and ways of working in the industry. Social media influ-
encing is a modern industry. Therefore, precedents or clear alignments are rather difficult 
to find, and the theoretical framework cannot present the final truth in every part.   
 
Conducting a survey for SMIs (PT 2). Based on the theoretical framework, a survey was 
established to clarify the SMI needs for the project and final product. The survey was pre-
pared to be easy and quick to answer. Around 15 invitations to answer were sent and 5 
was received. Therefore, from the survey, clear conclusions cannot be made due to a low 
number of answers, even though the overall target group in Finland is rather small. How-
ever, the SMIs answering were from different platforms with different follower count which 
create a variety. 
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The results of the survey indicate that there are challenges in taxation within SMIs. There 
was a lack of knowledge and a lack of consideration about taxation matters. However, 
there were eager to learn more and understand the big picture in SMI taxation. Based on 
the survey, some SMIs are influencing as a hobby and someone in a more professional 
and business manner. The number of repliers was a lot smaller than in Somevaikuttajab-
arometri (2019). However, there were a lot of the same elements in the answers. 
 
Producing the podcast with the help of professionals (PT 3). Interviewing taxation 
professionals for the project was important. The professionals offered practical answers 
with working life experience. It supported PT 1 (theoretical framework) and PT 2 survey) 
by answering the needs of SMIs. Hanna, Kaarina, and Jan-Erik are strong professionals 
who can obtain a clear opinion and therefore creates credibility for the final product. 
 
Producing the podcast episodes brought all the elements together. PT 1 (theoretical 
framework), PT 2 (needs of SMIs), and PT 3 (interviews) were all combined as a podcast 
episode. Producing the podcast episodes required a lot of work because the topics had a 
lot of perspectives and things to take under consideration and at the same time, keeping 
the content logical and forming the big picture. Tax advising needs to be done carefully 
and outline that the decisions are always made case-by-case. 
 
Finalizing podcast and delivering it to HP Economics Oy (PT 4). The podcast epi-
sodes are the SMIs way to listen to the content and learn from it. These episodes are ben-
eficial for HP Economics Oy from a marketing perspective. Also, the episodes are im-
portant for the company's credibility, because now the possible target group can see that 
the company is having strong professionals supporting the final product. The episodes 
were finalized and delivered for HP Economics Oy in early May 2020. HP Economics Oy 
is responsible for marketing and sharing the episodes. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic in 
spring 2020, the publication schedule is still unclear, but the recommendation of the au-
thor for the company is that the publication should be done as soon as possible, during 
the year 2020. 
5.2 Suggestions for further research 
The project included a lot of topics that can be researched a lot further. There were quite 
new industries which have a lot of articles and overall interest in business life. In this 
chapter, the three main suggestions for further research are presented. The suggestions 
are mainly based on taxational aspects within SMIs but can be applied to business life 
and to many other industries as well. 
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VAT registration and special schemes of modern industries. VAT is a complex and 
wide scheme including a lot of different twists. What came out during the process was the 
variety of opinions among accountants, legislation, and experts. What is required in VAT 
registration and can a private person get registered as VAT liable. When is VAT compul-
sory or beneficial. Another aspect is the special schemes. VAT in income-generating ac-
tivity and VAT in cases where a product is given as an income instead of money. VAT re-
lief might include special schemes in the modern industries where there is, for example, a 
lot of EU transactions. 
 
Light entrepreneurship is written a lot nowadays. All the time there is new information 
and ideas coming out about the taxation of light entrepreneurs and there is a lot of re-
search possibilities. It is easy to find light entrepreneurs to be interviewed because there 
are so many nowadays. The taxation of light entrepreneurship is interesting field because 
it is a new and modern industry and a way of working. 
 
International transactions of SMI has a huge amount of research possibilities. In the 
survey, international transactions of SMIs are researched. These results can be used for 
further research with the permission of the author. International transactions are extremely 
relevant for SMIs and many other modern industries due to e-commerce, social media 
platforms, and overall globalized world. Many SMIs have trade cooperation partner abroad 
or might even live abroad because SMI work does not need to happen within any specific 
borders. International transactions can be approached from many different angles. For ex-
ample, income, expenses, VAT, and permanent establishment. International transactions 
were supposed to be research deeper in this thesis, but it was realized that it needs to be 
a whole different project. 
5.3 Project evaluation 
Positive 
The project objective was fulfilled. Podcast including four episodes were prepared and 
self-evaluation and feedback from other people (close friends, professionals, and authori-
ties interviewed) were that the content of the episodes turned out to be good. The author 
wanted to pay attention to the target group and a communication professional gave advice 
on how to address the group: the way, pace of talking, pauses giving the listener time to 
adapt the information but not forget the importance of the theme taxation. The project 
tasks were reached. The survey and interviews created added value and combining the 
needs of the SMI and the expertise of the professionals were rewarding. It was positive to 
notice how much help and resources there was available for realizing this project. The 
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help of school resources (teachers, thesis advisors, library, and platforms such as Webro-
pol) has been irreplaceable to finish the project.  
 
The contribution of professionals has been vital. The author learned to use and benefit his 
network and the professionals were extremely helpful. Even though the industry is rather 
niche, it is growing and written a lot in magazines, and instructions to the industry are of-
fered by Finnish Tax Administration. The data collection skills of the author developed tre-
mendously and to take a more academic approach to the subject was learned better. 
Also, the importance of a visual approach to the thesis highlighted. Figures, graphics, and 
pictures were used to make the reading easier. Also, the same color theme was used 
throughout the thesis.  
 
The project moved forward steadily, even though because of coronavirus, a lot of busi-
ness actions have stopped. The parties helping to get this project done have been flexible 
and all the issues and meetings were covered by using telephone. Luckily, most of the lit-
erature and source material are offered online, so that has not been a problem either. 
 
Negative or Surprising 
 
The original project plan was to finish the project by the 19 February. This was delayed 
over two months because the original schedule was too tight and optimistic. Luckily, the 
delay of the project did not cause any problems, but in the future projects, the understand-
ing of how much can be done along with other life, data gathering, and possible interviews 
must be considered carefully. 
 
In taxation topic, shortcuts cannot be done. The content needs to be updated and rele-
vant. Sometimes it is extremely hard to find accurate data or sources. Finding practical 
answers is even harder. Therefore, some parts of the theory are perfunctory because of 
the lack of theory. The goal has been to write practical theory and examples which are 
easy to understand, but in some parts, it has proved to be impossible.  
 
The importance of demarcation has surprised because the topic spreads up too easily. 
Especially in taxation, discussing a certain theme makes consider that it needs to be dis-
cussed even deeper. At the end of the project, the theory was just brutally cut and short-
ened. Otherwise, it would have been too wide. One huge factor in the difficulty of the topic 
was the language. At the beginning of the project, it did not seem a problem, but when 
diving deeper into the theory, it was extremely difficult to translate taxational jargon. 
Sometimes, the words do not have any translation.  
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What comes to the survey and interviews, the timing is crucial. The survey needs to be 
prepared and sent out fast. The preparation of the survey takes time and getting the an-
swers takes even more time. In this case, the survey results and preparing shaped the 
theory. In the interviews, the same thing happened. The interview preparing and discuss-
ing with the professional shaped the theory and final product. Sometimes, even though 
the project is in schedule if the survey and interview answers are delayed by the other 
party, it is difficult to influence on that. Therefore, it is crucial to start planning for these 
early enough, because they are the major steps in the thesis. The theory is already availa-
ble, but this is the added value created by the author.  
5.4 Reflection of own learning 
Even though the author is having his own accounting business and desire towards taxa-
tion, the project has been extremely educational. This project has increased the author´s 
ability to adapt previous knowledge to different platforms and cases. At the same time, a 
lot of new knowledge and skills have been acquired which can be used as professional 
gain and business resource. The topic SMI taxation has been an interesting and modern 
topic and the author´s idea is that the knowledge in the area is wide and serves SMI cus-
tomers and HP Economics. The goal of the author is to brand as a modern accountant 
and therefore gain expertise and customer relationships in this industry of SMI. 
 
The topic scope was quite wide and arduous, but at the same time really rewarding. The 
understanding in the big picture has increased and the understanding of what kind of mat-
ters needs to be taken under consideration when discussing for example, about SMI ac-
counting. Afterward, the importance of planning and especially the demarcation has 
cleared. This topic easily spreads up too wide due to the large scale of taxation points of 
view to consider. Always, when talking about anew terms or themes, it is crucial to con-
sider what is relevant for this thesis. Also, sometimes when the topic seems hard, some-
thing can be left out and just move forward. Otherwise, a project does not proceed. All in 
all, this project has been extremely educational on taxation and professional point of view, 
even though the topic has been challenging and full of work. 
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Attachments 
Attachment 1. Survey 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Vaikuttajan verotus 
Tämä kysely on osana opinnäytetyötä, jonka tavoitteena on luoda manuaali sosiaalisen median 
vaikuttajille (jäljempänä; vaikuttaja) koskien heidän verotustaan. Opinnäytetyön toteuttaja on Haaga- 
Helian International Business -tutkinto-ohjelman opiskelija Henri Pälkäs. Henri on opiskelun ohessa 
sivutoiminen tilitoimistoyrittäjä, joka palvelee lähinnä nuoria, aloittavia yrittäjiä eri toimialoilla ja eri 
yritysmuodoissa. 
Vaikuttajan verotuksen manuaalin on tarkoitus selkeyttää verotusta erityisesti kulupuolella sekä 
ulkomaan tuloissa&menoissa. Manuaali myös käsittelee perusteet tulojen verotuksesta ja 
toimimismuodon valinnasta. 
Kysely on luottamuksellinen ja vastaukset annetaan anonyymina. 
 
Osio 1 - Taustakysymykset koskien toimintaasi 
Kysymykset ovat tärkeitä, jotta voidaan hahmottaa kokonaisuus verotuksen näkökulmasta ja luoda 
mahdollisimman tehokas manuaali. 
 
 
1. Mikä on päävaikuttamiskanavasi? 
Instagram 
YouTube 
Blogi 
Snapchat 
Twitter 
TikTok 
Joku muu, mikä? 
 
 
 
2. Kuinka paljon seuraajia sinulla on kyseisessä kanavassa? 
0-1000 
1000-10 000 
10 000-50 000 
Yli 50 000
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3. Mikä seuraavista kuvastaa mielestäsi parhaiten vaikuttajuuttasi 
Voittoa tavoitteleva elinkeinotoiminta (kokopäiväinen työ: päätulot ja -kulut elämiseen 
vaikuttamisesta) 
Tulonhankkimistoiminta (tarkoitus kehittää toimintaa ja ansaita tasaisesti tuloa) 
Harrastustoiminta (pienet tai satunnaiset tulot ja kulut vaikuttamisesta) 
 
 
Osio 2 - Toimintaasi koskevat kysymykset 
Tavoitteenani on tehdä manuaalista mahdollisimman kattava. Tähän tulokseen päästäkseni, vastaisitko 
seuraaviin kysymyksiin koskien toiminnan yleis- ja kulurakennetta. 
 
 
4. Oletko perustanut toimintaasi varten yrityksen vai harjoitatko toimintaa omalla nimelläsi? 
Olen perustanut yrityksen 
Olen kevytyrittäjä (esim. Ukko.fi tai OP-Kevytyrittäjä) 
Harjoitan toimintaa ilman yritystä, omalla nimellä 
 
 
 
5. Jos olet perustanut yrityksen, mikä on yhtiömuotosi? 
Toiminimi 
Avoin yhtiö 
Kommandiittiyhtiö 
Osakeyhtiö 
Osuuskunta 
 
 
 
6. Tiedätkö, miten yhtiömuoto vaikuttaa verotukseen? 
Kyllä 
En 
Tarvitsisin asiasta lisätietoa 
 
 
 
7. Oletko rekisteröitynyt toiminnastasi arvonlisäverovelvolliseksi?
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Olen rekisteröitynyt. Olen myös perehtynyt arvonlisäverovelvollisuuden hyötyihin ja 
velvollisuuksiin 
Olen rekisteröitynyt. Tarvitsisin kuitenkin lisäneuvoja hyödyistä ja velvollisuuksista. 
En ole rekisteröitynyt. Tiedän missä tilanteessa minun tulee rekisteröityä. 
En ole miettinyt asiaa. 
 
 
 
8. Tiedätkö, mitkä toimintaasi liittyvät kulut ovat vähennyskelpoisia verotuksessa? 
Olen hyvin perillä kulujen vähennyskelpoisuudesta 
Tunnen asiaa jonkin verran 
En ole perehtynyt asiaan 
 
 
 
9. Mitä seuraavia kuluja sinulla on vaikuttamisessa? Voit valita useamman. 
Laitehankintoja (Kuten; kamera, puhelin, tietokone) 
Ohjelmistot (Kuten; kuvankäsittely, filtterit, joku muu) 
Matkakulut (esim. tapaamiset, tapahtumat tai yhteistyöneuvottelut) 
Työtilan vuokra 
Tarjoilukustannuksia (esim. tarjoat yhteistyökumppanille liikelounaan) 
Pankin palvelumaksuja 
YEL-vakuutus (yrittäjille) 
Muita kuluja, minkälaisia? 
 
 
 
10. Mistä verotuksen osa-alueista tarvitsisit lisätietoa? Voit valita useamman. 
Ennakkoverot 
Arvonlisävero 
Vähennyskelpoisuus arvonlisäverossa ja toiminnan tuloksessa 
Veroilmoitusten määräpäivät 
Kokonaisuuden ymmärtäminen 
Kansainväliset tulot ja menot 
Rekisterit ja niihin kuuluminen 
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Joku muu, mikä? 
 
 
 
 
Osio 3 – Kansainväliset tulot ja menot 
Kyselyn kolmannella ja viimeisellä osiolla on tarkoitus selvittää, onko vaikuttajalla kansainvälisiä 
yhteistyökumppanuuksia, matkoja liittyen vaikuttamiseen tai muita kansainvälisiä tuloja tai kuluja. Nämä 
kysymykset ovat tärkeitä, sillä kysytyt asiat saattavat vaikuttaa toiminnan verotukseen. 
11. Onko sinulla jotain seuraavista kansainvälisistä tuloista tai menoista? Voit valita useamman. 
YouTube -mainostuloja 
Tavara- tai palvelumyyntejä ulkomaille 
Tavara- tai palveluostoja ulkomailta 
Ulkomainen yhteistyökumppani 
Työmatkoja ulkomaille 
Joku muu, mikä? 
 
 
 
12. Pidätkö mahdollisena ulkomailla asumista ja sieltä käsin vaikuttamista? 
Kyllä, yli 6kk ajanjakson. 
Kyllä, mutta vain lyhyen ajanjakson (alle 6kk) 
En aio muuttaa ulkomaille 
 
 
 
13. Onko sinulla mielessä asioita, joita toivoisit vaikuttajan verotus -manuaalin sisältävän liittyen 
kuluihin, kansainvälisyyteen tai muuhun vaikuttajan verotukseen? 
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Attachment 2. Interview Questions 
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Attachment 3. Manuscripts of the Podcast 
Episode 1: 
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Episode 2: 
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Episode 3: 
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Episode 4: 
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